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Hubble Tension?



Richard Ellis, Lectures on Observational Cosmology

SERC Summer School for new research students, 1985



Perivolaropoulos & Skara 

arXiv:2105.05208



The Robertson-Walker metric

In cosmology it is most useful to use spherical polar coordinates 
rather than a Cartesian system. In this system the only metric 
that describes space-times compatible with the cosmological 
principle is the Robertson-Walker metric:



The Etherington Reciprocity Theorem



“CONCORDANCE”





Ingredients of the Standard 
Cosmology

•General Relativity 
•Cold Dark Matter
•Cosmological Constant
•Cosmological Principle
•Primordial fluctuations (adiabatic, scale-
invariant, Gaussian).
•Inflation
•Baryons
•Neutrinos
•Radiation…



Questionable Aspects of the 
Standard Cosmology

•General Relativity
•Cold Dark Matter 
•Cosmological Constant 
•Cosmological Principle
•Primordial fluctuations (adiabatic, scale-
invariant, Gaussian).
•Inflation
•Baryons
•Neutrinos
•Radiation…





Dark Energy:

A Cosmologist’s 

Perspective



TG 

Gravity Stuff



TG ?



Dark Energy:

A Physicist’s 

Perspective



?TG



Whatever it is, Dark 
Energy is a terrible name 

for it…

• What is important is not so much the 
energy, but the pressure…

• Dark Energy has to act like something 
with negative pressure (or tension)

• It also has to be smoothly distributed 
throughout space











Pan & Coles, 2000, MNRAS, 318, L51 318 

(2000) L51oy.Astron.Soc. 318 (2000) L51





With scale-invariant fluctuations 

the Universe is never exactly

homogeneous…

…it’s 10-5 all the way up!







Why Should The Dark Sector 

Be Simple?



Problems with Cold Dark Matter

Astrophysics:
•Cuspy Halo Problem
•Missing Satellite Problem
•Planar Structures
•Galaxy Morphology
•…
Particle Physics
•No Evidence for Supersymmetry
•No evidence from Direct Searches
•…





RA Ibata et al. Nature 493, 62-65 (2013) doi:10.1038/nature11717

Satellite galaxy positions as viewed from Andromeda.







Alternatives (not exhaustive)

•HDM (historical; see also CHDM)
•WDM
•SIDM
•SADM
•Axions
•Fuzzy DM
•……
•Modified Gravity (e.g. MOND)



• Simple idea): DM is a (very) light particle (m~ 10-22 eV) then 
the de Broglie wavelength can be a galactic scale.

• Something like `warm’ dark matter arises (actually `fuzzy’ dark 
matter), but with quantum pressure.

• Sometimes called Fuzzy Dark Matter

Might dark matter be quantum-

mechanical?



From Schive et al., arXiv: 1406.6586 (also published in Nature)



Models

Observations

FrequentistBayesian



Cosmology is an exercise in data compression

Cosmology is a massive  

exercise in data 

compression...

….but it is worth looking at 

the information that has 

been thrown away to check 

that it makes sense!



Beyond the Power 
Spectrum

• So far what we have discovered is 
largely based on second-order 
statistics…

• This is fine as long as we don’t throw 
away important clues…

• ..ie if the fluctuations are statistically 
homogeneous and istropic, and 
Gaussian..















“If tortured sufficiently, data 
will confess to almost 

anything”

Fred Menger



CMB Anomalies

•Type I – obvious problems with data 
(e.g. foregrounds)

•Type II – anisotropies and alignments 
(North-South, Axis of Evil..)

•Type III – localized features, e.g. “The 
Cold Spot”

•Type IV – Something else (even/odd 
multipoles, magnetic fields, ?)





Low Quadrupole?



(from Copi et al. 2005)



Parity Violation?



(from Hansen et al. 2004)







Beware the Prosecutor’s 
Fallacy!

P(A|M)P(M|A)



A. There’s no problem at all 
with CDM…

B. There are interesting 
indications…

C. There’s definitely 
evidence of new physics



• There are many unanswered theoretical 
questions!

• So far the questions we’ve asked have 
been the “easy” ones

• Now that this “boring” stuff is out of the 
way, cosmology will start to get 
interesting!

• Because we now have a better idea what 
to ask!


